14 DICEMBRE 2012

Ludacris Feat. Usher & David Guetta - Rest Of My Life
Basto - Stormchaser
Sidney Samson Feat. Will I Am - Better Than Yesterday (Original Mix)
Dirty South & Alesso - City Of Dreams (Original Mix)

Ne-Yo Feat. Conor Maynard - Turn Around (Dada Extended Mix)
Arno Cost - Liftime
Rihanna - Diamonds (Bimbo Jones Remix)
Jack Holiday & Mike Candys - The Riddle Anthem
Alesso Feat. Matthew Koma - Years (Vocal Extended Mix)
Stressed Guys - Parkin Dangerous

Dada Life - So Young So High (Extended Mix)
Vincenzo Callea Vs William Naraine - Turn Off The Light (Ivan Gough Remix)
Swedish House Mafia - Don't You Worry Child
Two Fingerz Feat. Dargen D'amico - Pacman (Simon de Jano Remix)
G&G Feat. Gary Wright & Baby Brown - My My My (Comin Apart) 2K12